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About us
Colombian’s machine is a family company that have been running into the industry
for 2 years with a competent and qualified personal specialize in different site
components such as rock and earth moving, demolition, excavating, concrete moving
and Hire equipment; in addiction we are licensed and certified for asbestos removal.
Colombian’s machine is fully licensed with WorkCover NSW for demolition and
asbestos removal. We hold current Workers Compensation and Public Liability
Insurance with the added coverage for asbestos.

Vision
To continue being an efficient Contractor working in an ethical, balanced and efficient
manner to earn the privilege of being the firts choice of excavation and demolition
Project in Australia.

Mission
Colombian’s Machine mission is to become the number one recommended company
for civil excavation and demolition services. We will achieve this by providing our
experienced staff and reliable machines 24-hours a day, anytime and anywhere. Our
quality services will be delivered in the most efficient and professional manner to
ensure that our clients feel satisfied and valued.
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POINTS OF CULTURE
Commitment
Colombian’s Machine is committed to the Vision, Mission and success of the
company and its friendship with all of our clients, current and future. We take pride
in our interactions and work performance and are committed to personal growth and
prosperity.
Integrity
We treat all people with respect and dignity, with open and honest communication.
Our relationships with clients are important to us, and we promise to deliver on each
and every agreement.
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Excellence
We strive to deliver services that are of exceptional quality to benefit all persons
involved, in the long-term. We hope to exceed expectations through the company’s
ongoing evaluation and improvements.
Balance
We hold a balanced approach to life, and value the importance of family and friends,
spiritual, social and physical aspects of life, as well our industrial and financial aspects.
Team work
We recognise the strength of mutual goals and achievement and promote
cooperation and resolution within our workforce.
Flexibility
We are flexible in our delivery of services in order to best suit the wishes of each
individual client. Further, we are able to mobilise employees and machines quickly
across various projects and locations.
Communication
We always listen to our clients’ requests and concerns and acknowledge the trust
clients place in us. We will speak openly and positively about our team members and
all clients both in public and private settings; however we also recognise the
importance of confidentiality.
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Safety
We are dedicated to offering high-quality, safe, healthy and sustainable operations to
our clients. The safety of our clients, team members, associates and the protection of
the environment is paramount to our company ethic and services. Gratitude We are
grateful for the clients we work for, and greatly appreciate the opportunity to make
improvements to their lives, and to demonstrate our skills. We view satisfied clients
as wins for our team and celebrate the successes together

WHY CHOOSE COLOMBIAN’S MACHINE?

• we offer free quote.
• our rates are lower that our competitors.
COMPETITIVE • we have flexibility and subsequently rates that could vary depending
on the type of job,term and site area.
RATES

EXPERIANCE

EQUIPMENT

• we have a wealth of knowledge and experience.
• Our team of licensed and accredited experts are dedicated to quality
workmanship at every stage of your project, with many years of
experience in the industry.

• we continually upgrade our fleet
• We specialise in difficult sites with restricted access and can offer all
the machinery needed to complete your project. If we do not have the
right equipment for your project, we are happy to purchase or source
it for you.
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SERVICES
Civil, Bulk and Detailed Excavation
Colombian’s Machine offers bulk excavation for quarries, road work, and commercial
site preparation.
Our truck and dog is capable of carrying 30 tonnes per load, which allows for quick
and cheap removal of waste material. With the use of the Diamond Saw attachment,
rock hammers and bucket, we can provide levelling, final trimming and detailed
excavations for trenches, peers, beams, and footings. Bulk and Detailed excavations
can be quoted as per cubic metre (p/m3), per tonne (p/tone), or as a fixed price rate.
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Landscaping
Colombian’s Machine offers earthwork landscaping for residential and commercial
sites. Our range of services includes excavations for outdoor kitchens, concrete and
gravel driveways and walkways, patios, retaining walls, pool surrounds and water
features, fire pits and outdoor fireplaces.
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Pool Excavation
Colombian’s Machine offers excavations for driveways, tennis courts, dressage arenas
and a range of other applications, however, our specialty is excavating sites for the
installation of swimming pools.
Our services extend to concrete and fiberglass pools, ranging in size from water
features and ponds, to splash pools and lap pools. We are able to tailor our equipment
to your individual needs by up-scaling or downsizing our equipment according to the
space available. For limited space and tighter access we have mini-excavators,
wheelbarrows and conveyers to remove material from the site, leaving minimal
impact on the property.
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Demolition
Colombian’s Machine offers all aspects of demolition contracting from small
residential houses to larger commercial buildings and sites. Our equipment includes;
excavators, trucks, demolition claws, hammers, rock saws, and strong labourers. Our
team is fully licensed with approved work cover insurances, and aims to work in
unison with clients, neighbours and the local council to minimize dust, noise, traffic
disruptions, and environmental impacts. All brick and concrete is recycled for road
base, good quality timber is typically sold to timber merchants, and non-saleable
timber and green waste is reused for mulching.
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Rock Sawing and Grinding
Using the Diamond Tipped Rock-Saw attachment we are able to cut into sandstone,
granite, reinforced concrete, and asphalt so that we can excavate pools, trenches,
retaining walls, footings and foundations, road works and demolitions.
The Diamond tipped blade cuts with minimal vibration, which allows our work to be
completed quickly and accurately around the home and work site.
Colombian’s Machine also offers rotary rock grinders to excavate narrow trenches
and small footprints in solid rock, working in tight spaces and around buried utilities.
The rock grinder can provide a weather natural appearance to freshly excavated rock.
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Plant Hire
Colombian’s Machine ability to provide ‘wet’ hire with a vast selection of plant and
equipment, means that we are capable of completing just about any earthmoving
project.
We have a dedicated and experienced crew ready to fulfil your requirements in a cost
effective and efficient manner. Our trucks are machines are most reliable, which will
ensure that the plant and equipment requested will arrive on site on time and at the
best price.
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Plant Resources
All plant and equipment is available for wet hire at competitive rates.
 Excavators: 1t, 3t, 5t, 7t, 12t,14t,22t,25t.
 Specialty excavator attachments: buckets and ripper, hammer and augers, rock
saw diamond
 Trucks: 3.5t tipper, 6t tipper, 11t bogie tipper, 30t truck and dog tipper
 Posi tracks: mini PT 30, medium PT 60, large PT 100
 Skid steers: mini bobcat and medium bobcat
 PT and SS attachments: bucket 4-in-1, pallet forks, broom and chain trencher
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Skill Development
We recognise that employees who are given effective training opportunities are
more satisfied with their jobs. Our workforce is trained to the highest standards and
we continue to invest to further develop our employees’ capabilities. This includes
Work Health and Safety (WHS), environmental awareness, and specific tuition to
increase specific skill sets.
Colombian’s Machine ensures that all personnel have the necessary qualifications to
comply with WorkCover regulations governing specialised activities such as working
in confined spaces and plant operation.
Quality
All employees of Colombian’s Machine will conduct their work in a professional and
efficient manner so that our clients receive the best of services and value for money.
We have earned our reputation in the highly competitive construction and demolition
industry by delivering first class projects.
Occupational Health and Safety
Colombian’s Machine will ensure that our services are provided in a safe manner by
suitably trained personnel. To continually improve our safety procedures, policies and
processes, Colombian’s Machine provides training and induction to all of our
employees as well as regular internal reviews.
Further, Colombian’s Machine only provides plant and equipment that is safe and
properly maintained. Upon request we can provide all Work Cover Licences which are
all part of our OHS System that ensures all requirements of the OHS Regulation 2001
are applied.
Providing a safe and healthy work environment for all employees and sub-contractors
is one of our primary goals.
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COLOMBIAN’S MACHINE SITE OFFICE
Head office
39 Bank road, Earlwood NSW 2206
Contact number:
0406412812
Email: colombiansmachine@hotmail.com
Web:www.colombiansmachine.com.au
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